
Communication 
training for managers

DIGITAL LEARNING GAME



Learningbank is now launching a digital learning 

game as an add-on to your DISC training for manag-

ers. The DISC-Management-game gives managers an 

engaging and involving way of training.

Previously, there haven’t been the best opportuni-

ties to train DISC after a finished course or in the 

actual training phase. But we are breaking this now 

to “switch on” what the manager has learned after 

receiving his or her DISC Management report. 

Your managers can dig even deeper than assessment 

and report - in order to prepare themselves for using 

the tool in the workday. Just like the manager can 

return later on and practice the material without using 

extra resources on e.g. external consultants.

Bring the communication skills 
to the next level

To “switch on” what the manager learns after 

having received his or her DISC Management 

report. 

To dig even deeper than assessment and re-

port before using the new management tools 

in the workday. 

Because the interactive learning game is the 

most engaging and motivating way to train 

DISC before you involve other people. 

Because managers can “go back” and train 

without having to use a lot of resources on 

external consultants.

INTRODUCTION

Why



 

The learning universe alternates between a recognizable office environment and 

superhero-colleagues with different DISC styles. On the different floors of the 

office, the manager is being involved and gets concrete tasks that need to be 

solved based on his or her knowledge of DISC. The focus is on tasks and dilem-

mas from concrete management disciplines for example delegation, collabora-

tion with others, motivation, and employee development.  But there is also room 

for exploring one’s own hypotheses and feel one’s way – always with adapted 

and elaborated feedback. 

Developed by experts
Learningbank’s learning designers, psychologists, user experience experts, and 

graphical designers have in close collaboration with the market-leading experts 

from DISCnordic and Carlsberg developed the DISC Management game for 

Carlsberg’s management training.

Coming soon
We are creating new learning games that introduce DISC styles and build under-

standing for our differences as people. Both employees and managers get the 

opportunity to experience different scenarios and to gain experiences. A great 

way to train communication skills for EVERYONE.

ABOUT THE GAME

Digital learning game 
that combines theory and 
practice 



Trusted by

“It’s the first time I’ve been introduced to digital learn-

ing that I really believe in. Furthermore, the team is 

super inspiring and competent. It’s a real pleasure to 

work with them!”

Tina Brix Kjelgaard, HR Partner,

Reitan Convenience Denmark A/S

“At McDonald’s, we have a motto: ‘Be bold!’ This 

means having the courage to be brave, to stand out 

and to find new ways of doing things. I believe that’s 

what we have done here. This is definitely the most 

modern example of digital learning I have come 

across yet.”

Thorbjørn Milling, HR & Training Consultant,

McDonald’s Denmark

Copenhagen,

Denmark

learningbank.dk

+45 71 999 123

Try the game online. Book a 
demo at learningbank.dk/en


